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A Girl Boss's Guide to Building an Empire & her Squad!



The Business  Owner vs. The Hustler

I know, you were told to hustle. You see it in meme's telling you to "Rise and 

Grind", you have embraced the ideology  of being a solopreneur, and you are 

absolutely determined to make it. I'm proud of you and that is exactly the type of 

thinking necessary for you to be able to build your brand. But I encourage you 

to think bigger. I challenge you to rid yourself of the think small syndrome and to 

think so big that it almost seems preposterous. Why ? Because there are girl 

bosses who have built their brands larger than life. Whether we look at the purse 

maven Tory Burch,the Bangle Billionaire Carolyn Rafaelian, or multi-media/talk 

show queen Oprah Winfrey, these women dared to take an idea and 

completely blow it out of the water.  This is what separates the business owner 

from the hustler. Although the business owner needs to hustle, the mindset of 

the business owner is drastically different than that of the hustler. 

Meet the Hustler
The hustler is the person that thinks of her ability to make money in multiple yet 

separate transactions. She pushes her product or service, and as a result 

 someone buys from her company. This transactional relationship then 

continues in a  push/ buy cycle that causes the hustler to spend two very 

precious resources, time, and energy, which robs her of her time not focused on 

growth or efficiency. 

Hustler Mindset: Get That Doe!



The business owner thinks of her company as an organization. She focuses on 

streams that may look like departments , branches, divisions, as well as 

opportunities for franchising, or building subsidiaries of aligned businesses tied 

to her parent company. She looks for an opportunity to build generational

wealth that exceeds beyond just making a sale for a day.  She sets financial 

goals, sales targets , and new business development ideas to attract new 

customers to her brand. She is patient, strategic, and analytical. She is influential, 

persuasive, and has a natural ability to lead. She knows how to hustle and roll 

her sleeves up when she needs to but also knows how to step back and view 

her business from multiple lens that allow her to see her business from a 

comprehensive view.  She has creativity  and visions, but the discipline to turn 

ideas into reality. 

Meet the Business 
Owner

Business Owner Mindset: 

Build Your Brand's Legacy 



#squadUP
If you are convinced that being a hustler and only a hustler is the way you want 

to build your business , then I'm going to ask that you don't' even waste your 

time reading another word.  But if you are intrigued on how to build your brand 

like a business, then let's talk Squads!!! 

I want  you to do me a favor and think to yourself right now, three of your top 

favorite brands.  I don't care what industry you choose just let your fave three 

pop right into your head! You have it? Okay great, now I want you to tell me 

which one of those brands have only the CEO working the entire company?  

The thought of it almost made you chuckle didn't it? I mean who in their right 

mind would run a company with just the CEO. Think about your bank, your 

favorite grocery store, or even your favorite department store. If I try to picture it, it 

looks crazy I see the CEO of Chik-Fil-A running to wipe tables, taking orders in 

the drive through, running to the counter to take orders, running back trying to 

cook the food, and bringing it to the front to hand to customers.  Can you see 

that vision with me? Do you also see the customers,  upset dissatisfied 

 customers, who experience long wait times, and poor service. That sounds 

nothing like the restaurant many of us experience today.  

Every thriving company needs a squad, a team of people who play their part in 

the growth of the organization. Sure we all start off as solopreneurs but you can't 

stay there. So begin to map out how you will build your squad! 



What Type of Squad does your business need? 

Your business's squad can look like a number of different models. The key is 

knowing what your model is. But don't just know it in your head. Map it out in real 

life. Use tools and templates to help you make sense of how this is really going to 

work out . Do you know when sales are slow? Do you know when sales ramp up

and when you hit your peak?  Do you feel like you don't really have a clue 

because you are just working every day hustling only paying attention to the 

transactions but not to the trends? Don't worry just take charge NOW.  Mapping 

out how your business operates will let you know the type of a squad your 

business needs.  

Squad 1: Business Besties - This is a network of  women who support, 

collaborate, and provide a safe haven for girl bosses who need to be 

surrounded by women who think and move like them. The main purpose for this 

squad model is to support and collaborate.  

Squad 2:  Business PVS ( Preferred Vendor Source)- This is the squad you 

want to enlist if you are at the point where you need the skillsets of other 

business owners to help your brand thrive. If you are a wedding planner and you 

have team of business owners that you always call on such as a specific caterer, 

florist, or photographer, those business owners are your PVS #SQUAD!  

Squad 3: The Team-  This is YOUR team, the group of trusted individuals that 

you have hired to help build, grow, and operate your company.  



How to Squad Up! 

One of the hardest things for women entrepreneurs is to actually squad up. Sure 

you have personal friends that comprise of your squad but they may not quite 

understand what you experience as an entrepreneur.  Meeting people and 

knowing how to start the conversation may be hard for some  of our girl bosses 

out there. But don't worry. I told you, you don't have to do this alone. So you 

know what that means? I'm here to help you! Here are some things that I do 

whenever I want to connect with other bosses out there! 

That simple question allows  you  to see if there are any opportunities to leverage

this person or better yet connect them with others in your circle. This question is 

best asked when  you are in a social setting like a networking event or even if 

you are in a setting where you  are 1:1 with someone and you sincerely are 

interested in knowing what exactly someone does with their brand. Asking this 

question in my backyard at my fire pit allowed me to form a great business 

relationship with a phenomenal photographer and graphic designer who I 

considered part of the #SQUAD!  So don't be shy get in there and get the 

conversation started.  

  
Ask What 
Someone 

Does 



How to Squad Up! 

 A good friend once told me that life is one big puzzle. God has given us all of 

the pieces we just need to put them all together. So when you meet people, 

keep in mind that they are in your life for a reason a season, or a lifetime.  So 

don't take your encounters with other business owners for granted. Realize that 

there is an opportunity for this connection to work in your favor.   

Connect 
the 

Dots 

Work  
Your  

Connections

Don't just meet people for the sake of meeting people. Keep in mind that the 

people you have the pleasure of meeting today  may end up in any one of your 

#Squad models so you want to make sure that you take care of those 

connections and do things like follow up with your connections via email or 

even through social media. Nothing keeps you connected to people like 

sending a fb "thumbs up" , an IG "heart", or your occasional comment!



Where to Squad Up! 

 The awesome thing about Facebook groups are that they are FREE! Find one 

that is aligned with what you need. Join multiple groups to increase your 

network. Just don't be a passive member. Jump in, post things, comment on 

others, and begin to build your online #SQUAD! 

JOIN 
A 

FB GROUP

FIND  
A 

MEETUP

Meetups are a great way to find business owners in your city who have the same 

interests as you! Go and search online to see which meet up groups meet your 

business bestie needs and turn those virtual connections into real life #SQUAD 

connections. 



JOIN 
A 

NETWORK 

Networking groups offer learning opportunities such as workshops, as well as 

opportunities for women to leverage resources that can aid in building their 

business. Women who are members of networking groups also find that they are 

now part of a camaraderie.  In these groups, members often  collaborate on 

projects and  find other business owners who can make up their PVS         

 (Preferred Vendor #Squad). 

Next Steps 

Want to join a MeetUp group? Click the logo below!

Need access to a FB group dedicated to the growth of women 

entrepreneurs? Click the banner below to request access to the Pink Room. The 

non-member platform of the Prestige Society. 

https://www.meetup.com/
https://www.meetup.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/prestigepinkroom/


Need a Squad to Get You to the Next Level? 

We are your Branding Bestie. Your Company's Glam Squad. And the Business's 

Best Girlfriend here to Provide you with Trusted Services in :

Web Design

Branding Services

Strategy Plans 

Project Management 

Start Now

Perfect for the girl boss looking to join a sisterhood of women entrepreneurs who 

truly believe that " I am not successful unless my sister is successful"

Squad Up

https://www.meetup.com/
https://www.meetup.com/
https://www.meetup.com/
http://www.theprestigesociety.com/coaching-with-prestige.html
https://www.meetup.com/
http://www.theprestigesociety.com/levels-of-membership.html

